Figure 7: Cache operation
c, and php [8]. Figure 7 illustrates our cache structure, which
consists of two main components: the cache monitor and the
crawler cache.

3.4.1

Cache Monitor

The cache monitor is a resident daemon started by the
web server, and consists of data structures that control the
cache contents and record useful statistics such as the cache
hit ratio. Each dynamic request is passed to the cache monitor first for processing and possible URL-rewriting. The
daemon is single threaded and is used by all web server
threads. It does not terminate until the web server is terminated. As each dynamic URL request comes into the
web server, its query string (if any) is augmented with a
URL-encoded key/value pair including the user agent string
provided by the client. If no user agent is present, the URL
processing stops and the request is served normally. The
augmented query string for the request is then passed to the
cache monitor via Apache’s RewriteMap mechanism, which
communicates with the daemon using the standard input
and output.
The cache monitor itself can be written in any language
that supports reading and writing from the standard input
and output. We implemented versions of the cache monitor
in both php and C. The daemon reads a new-line terminated
URL and query string from the standard input, which is
then parsed for the user agent and identifier for the page
being requested. The cache monitor is thus aware of every
dynamic request coming into the web server. If a request is
malformed or otherwise unrecognized, the daemon returns
a sentinel value indicating failure and then the original URI
is handled by the web server without further involvement of
the cache.
When the cache monitor is being initialized for the first
time, it establishes a connection with a memcached server.
Memcached [3] is a simple, configurable RAM-resident web
object cache, which can be interfaced using APIs for numerous programming languages. We deployed our memcached
daemon directly on the web server, with an ample 500MB,
though it is common to scale memcached with several dedicated servers. We used memcached to store any L1-cached
pages, with the LRU cache-eviction policy being managed
directly by the cache monitor. The cache monitor communicates with the memcached server using asynchronous (nonblocking) requests, to provide failover for the web server if
the memcached server is unavailable. The cache monitor is
easily configured to use multiple memcached servers.

For each page identified (whether human or crawler), the
cache monitor determines whether or not the request is contained within the L1 cache (memcached). If not, the monitor
sends a request to the memcached server to prefetch content
from the L2 (file-system) cache. When the cache size is exceeded, the cache monitor will selectively evict older cache
entries from the memcached server until the cache size is
within the desired threshold. By allowing both humans and
crawlers to trigger prefetches into the cache, we observed an
average 8% increase in the L1 cache hit ratio for crawlers,
over using crawler requests alone.
Finally, a heuristic is applied to the user agent string to
determine if the request is likely coming from a high-load
crawler. If not, the cache monitor strips the user agent
key/value pair from the augmented query string, returns
the original URL back to the web server, and the request
is served normally. If the request is coming from a crawler,
the URL is rewritten internally to be served from the crawler
cache (without an external redirect).

3.4.2

Crawler Cache

The rewritten URL is then passed back to the web server
to be processed by a worker thread. The crawler cache itself is very simple, and is implemented as a php script. The
script first parses the crawler request for the key identifying
the cached entry, and then establishes a connection with the
memcached server. The script does not interface with the
cache monitor, so it must query the memcached server (L1
cache) to serve the requested content back to the crawler.
If the L1 cache misses for some reason (the prefetch failed
or has not yet completed before a second identical request
comes in), the crawler cache loads the requested content
from the file system (L2 cache). In the event of an L1 cache
miss, the crawler cache does not propagate L2 cache content
into the L1 cache—the crawler cache does not have access
to the cache monitor data structures. If for some reason the
desired content does not exist in the L2 cache (newly created
pages), a proxy sub-request is initiated to dynamically generate the content. These results are then gzip-compressed
and stored in the L2 cache for future retrieval.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype system is implemented on a modest 8-core
Intel Xeon, 1.6GHz 64-bit Ubuntu Linux web server with 2
GB RAM and SATA drives, loaded with Apache, MySQL,
php, and memcached. The production system is a quad-core
Intel Xeon, 2 GHz 64-bit CentOS dedicated Linux server
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end of the test. Thus, we re-implemented the cache monitor using C, the libmemcached library [7], the UriParser [9]
library, and straightforward C data types. The C implementation, by comparison, requires only 2.5 seconds to process
the trace, and peaks at 39MB RAM usage for the 2 weeks
worth of web server logs. With this implementation, the
overhead from the cache monitor is negligible. The crawler
cache script is implemented in php, and since it is not in the
critical path, it is not optimized for performance.
Our use of the memcached server allows both the C cache
monitor and php crawler cache implementations to communicate with the same server with no language translations.
Memcached is not a requirement, however, as the cache
could easily be implemented using another web object cache
with appropriate language bindings, or even shared memory. On the other hand, memcached is scalable to multiple
servers, available on a variety of platforms, and supports
multiple language interface libraries.

4.1

were introduced to the server when Microsoft Bing 2.0 crawling agents were released to crawl the site. Yahoo’s Slurp has
been routinely blocked around the Internet in previous years
for similar reasons. Excessive slowdowns appeared sporadically for nearly three weeks until the crawl subsided to a
more manageable rate.
The two primary benefits of our approach from the perspective of performance are reduced response time and increased throughput. Under extremely heavy crawler load,
targeting crawlers directly with caching is very effective at
staving off overload conditions, enabling uninterrupted service to human users.

5.1

Space Requirements

The test site in our case study consists of about 153,100
accessible thread pages, ranging in size from 50K to well
over 250K for the HTML alone. After gzip-compression, the
average page size is around 14K. Most (if not all) high-load
crawlers accept gzip encoding, and as such, the cached pages
are all stored in a pre-compressed state, rather than wasting cycles by compressing pages at the time of the request.
As an added advantage, we found that the compression enables storage for 5-6 times more content in the L1 cache,
dramatically improving hit ratios.
As each php process consumes anywhere between 30MB
and 300MB of RAM, we deemed 120, 250, and 500MB to
be reasonable sizes for the memcached server. Most importantly, the cache size should be set so as not to cause memcached to swap, which can produce very undesirable results
(one order of magnitude slower processing time). Our chosen cache size is 500MB for our production server. With
12GB of RAM available, this amount is only 4.1% of the total primary memory resource. Recall that crawlers account
for 33% of all server processing time, and this number is
easily justified.
To store all of the static pages in the L2 cache, it requires
2.2 GB of storage in the file system for our test site. This
number is small considering our test site produces nearly
4GB worth of access logs per week, and serves 15GB of image
attachments. In order to prevent running out of inodes, the
numeric ID of each page is used to determine a file’s location
in the file system modulo some maximum number of files.
For instance, an ID of 20593 (mod 250) = 93 can be stored
in the file system under the directory /cache/9/3/20593.gz,
saving inodes in the process and providing some degree of organization. Of course, the crawler cache can easily interface
with a lightweight database if desired.

5.

Experimental Setup

We developed a parallel tool written in php to test our
cache setup, which takes as input the web server traces gathered over a two week window. The script is parameterized
by the number of child threads to use, with each child thread
responsible for a portion of the trace, and allows a test with
nearly 90% CPU utilization on all cores. A snapshot of
the online community database is configured and used along
with the traces pulled from the web server logs. As a result,
we created a live and accurate environment for experimental tests. We limited our trace to only dynamic requests for
page listings. The trace includes 2, 208, 145 bot requests and
1, 052, 332 human requests for the page.php script, which is
the primary workhorse for our case study.

5.2

Reduced Response Time

We first run the trace through the web server to gather
baseline measurements, and we found the mean page generation time to be 162, 109µs, on order with our production
server. This is the average latency experienced for all human users, as well as crawlers without the cache. With the
addition of the crawler cache, we gained a reduction in latency of three orders of magnitude for crawler requests, to
1, 367µs. As an additional benefit of the crawler cache, the
user-perceived response time for human users is reduced by
31%, to 111, 722µs. These results are summarized in Figure
8.

5.3

Increased Throughput

Achieving the reduced latency, we also observed a considerable increase in server throughput, as shown in Figure 9.
The throughput for the traces without the crawler cache is
117 satisfied requests per second. With the addition of the
crawler cache, throughput nearly doubles to 215 requests
per second. With a higher throughput, overall aggregate response time for the entire trace is cut in half. Under periods
of heavy load, this added capacity would be enough to stave
off overload conditions caused by benign-yet-heavy crawlers.

5.4

Cache Generation

Ideally, most sites dependent on human activities (blogs,
online communities, social networks) will have considerable
dips in server load, providing an opportunity for L2 cache
generation. In our case, based on diurnal usage patterns,
we chose 4am to generate or update any new cache entries,
though this parameter will depend heavily on the site’s usage
characteristics. To fully generate our cache from scratch on
our test machine, we spent 1 hour and 22 minutes in using
a parallel php script with 8 threads. This initialization need
only be performed when the cache is deployed.

EVALUATION

We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach using a
live, busy web server. Our test site is a very busy online
community with over 65,000 members, running the popular
vBulletin [18] forum software. The site receives on average of
2 million hits per day, with around 900 users online continuously. Like many dynamic websites, the server hardware
can be excessively taxed when crawled by multiple search
engines. For instance, in January 2011, overload conditions
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Figure 8: Crawler cache reduces server latency, improving user response time for human users.

Figure 9: Crawler cache reduces server workload and as
a result increases throughput.

6.

Cache refreshing will also depend heavily on the site’s
database write characteristics. In our case, human users
only modify around 200 unique threads per day on average (with multiple updates to those threads throughout the
day). With only 200 modified pages to generate daily, this
implies that the L2 cache can be refreshed in under 1 second. For sites like ours, the L2 cache can be updated multiple times per day, always providing fresh content to the
crawlers as threads are updated.

5.5

RELATED WORK

Caching has long been studied and recognized as an effective way to improve performance in a variety of environments and at all levels of abstraction, including operating
system kernels, file systems, memory subsystems, databases,
interpreted programming languages, and server daemons.
Caching in general is a method for transparently storing
data such that future requests for the same data can be
served faster. Our work, to our knowledge, is the first to
methodically study crawlers in the context of caching to reduce server load, and to suggest how these crawler overload can be mitigated as a result of a few readily observable
crawler properties. A distinguishing feature of our work is a
uniform increase in throughput without resorting to caching
for human users.
Caching techniques for static websites have been studied
thoroughly [12, 21, 24]. Most of these techniques do not
apply generally to dynamic websites, due to the inherent
customization in dynamic sites. As a result, many different caching approaches for dynamic websites have been proposed. Research into caching for dynamic websites is usually
implemented at various layers of abstraction. For instance,
a dynamic website may include a half dozen cache mechanisms: at the database layer [11, 25], data interface layer
[11], scripting layer, virtual file system, and the network
proxy layer [14]. Several cache systems for dynamic websites attempt to map underlying queries to cache objects for
intelligent invalidation [13, 20, 25]. The web application as
a whole may also include several programmatic caches to
cache repeated function results, web objects, and templates
[3].
One phenomenon related to our work is the Flash Crowd;
non-malicious, sudden onslaught of web traffic that can cripple server performance [19]. While burdensome to servers,
high load crawlers are relatively uniform in their accesses
and do not fall under the guise of flash crowds. Other recent
works study the mitigation of flash crowds [15, 26], but these
techniques rely on CDN’s and additional servers to disperse
load. Furthermore, our work targets crawlers specifically,
which allows server throughput to increase uniformly while
still providing dynamic content for human users.
Our work includes a measurement study of web crawler
access characteristics on a busy dynamic website to motivate

Limits to Our Approach

For busy dynamic sites such as online communities, forums, and blogs, caching can be very beneficial to mitigate
crawler overload risk. Unfortunately, for sites with an extremely high degree of transient data, such as event times
and stock prices, static caching may not be the best approach. However, given the archival nature of the search
engines, sites with a large amount of transient data are not
well suited to crawling in general. These sites might better
benefit from rewriting the URL to a static page explaining
the possible benefits of visiting the page live.
In our live site, each dynamic request requires loading session and site configuration data, validating the security of
the request, and making several trips to the database to assemble a complete page from various compound templates.
This induces a considerable disparity between the time required to serve dynamic and static requests, between two
and three orders of magnitude. Very simple, lightly-featured
templated systems may have a smaller gap, and might not
benefit as drastically from our approach. However, the current trend is toward richer, more complex, programmable
content management systems.
In our case (as in most dynamic communities), the static
cache is not applicable to human users. We rely on the property that crawlers are fed “guest-level” content, which makes
this segment of the population cacheable. For instance, each
page loaded by a logged-in human user includes a check for
private messages and online chat updates, as well as filtering out posts from “ignored” users, and an applied security
model to control access to paid-subscription areas; this transient data and high degree of customization make the pages
uncacheable for human users with these techniques.
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our two-level cache design. Previous work measures crawler
activity [17] in detail, but do not study dynamic sites at
our scale, and as a result, the crawlers behave differently.
Our work shows that crawlers can consume a considerable
percentage of overall server load, and hence, should be handled differently than human users. Other works include detection of crawlers through examination of access logs and
probabilistic reasoning [22, 23]. Our requirements are more
relaxed, only that we can detect high-load crawlers quickly
and efficiently.
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CONCLUSION

Search engines are essential for users to locate resources
on the web, and for site administrators to have their sites
discovered. Unfortunately, crawling agents can overburden
servers, resulting in blank pages and crawler overload. Fortunately, high load crawlers are easy to identify using simple heuristics. We conducted a measurement study to show
that crawlers exhibit very different usage patterns from human users, and thus can be treated differently than humans.
By generating a static version of a dynamic website during
off-peak hours, crawlers can be adequately served fresh content from the crawler’s perspective, reducing load on the
server from repeated dynamic page requests. Crawlers are
archival in nature and do not require the same level of updates as human users, and this property should be taken
advantage of by site administrators. Since static requests
can be served two to three orders of magnitude faster than
dynamic requests, overall server load can be practically reduced by serving crawlers using a static cache mechanism.
We have developed a two-level cache system with an LRU
policy, which is fast, straightforward to implement and can
achieve a high cache hit ratio. Through a real website, we
have demonstrated that our caching approach can effectively
mitigate the overload risk imposed by crawlers, providing a
practical strategy to survive the search engine overload.
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